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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
The Trump indictment happened, what does it mean? Haman's 4 
Gallows!  5 
Audrey Hale — the bio female turned male possessed by devils, no 6 
doubt, with a fatal obsession with herself — went on a murderous 7 
rampage, hunting down and killing three Christian children and 8 
three Christian adults Covenant School in Nashville, TN — she left 9 
a mysterious manifesto that we can't see? Why? Did Audrey answer 10 
her fellow Trannies CALL to ARMS? 11 
Maybe now you government sycophants, groveling at Fauci's feet, 12 
will listen: Zerohedge reports on a recently released study showing 13 
"risk of cardiac death tripled for young women"1 following the 14 
COVID death jab. 15 
Returning the right of consent to the American PEOPLE: AZ 16 
Supreme Court orders lower court to hear Lake's petition 17 
regarding signature verification.2 And more—the war for the 18 
Dominion continues with important gains for us GOD FEARING 19 
PATRIOTS. 20 
My dear friends — or, as J. Vernon McGee would say, "my dearly 21 
beloved" — It's time for your BRAIN MASSAGE®. 22 
[TRUTH] 23 

                                     
1 927.17.1-VAX Risk Of Cardiac Death Tripled For Young Women Following AstraZeneca COVID-19 Vaccination_ Study _ 
ZeroHedge https-//www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/risk-cardiac-death-tripled-young-women-following-astrazeneca-covid-19-
vaccination-study 
2 927.27.2-AZ Court has made a decision  (Email-Kari Lake) 
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Braggs got his indictment! He has managed to cajole, harass, 24 
pressure, wheel and deal, prevaricate, press, and plead, no doubt 25 
with plaintive, howls, with hints of the guttural tones of the devils 26 
that own him—finally, at least 12 of the 23 carefully selected jurors 27 
moved to indict PRESIDENT TRUMP for crimes that were, 28 
literally, created by legal manipulation, no, really. I went over this a 29 
while back — there is NO LAW BROKEN HERE — the wicked 30 
Haman — I mean Braggs, manipulated the law to create a crime 31 
where no one before him, looking at all the same data he had, said 32 
there was no crime to be found. 33 
This arraignment actually trumps the prior J6 travesty of justice — 34 
is travesty a strong enough word? It refers to an absurd, a distorted 35 
representation of something — often used in connection with 36 
miscarriages of justice. Synonyms include PERVERSION, 37 
CORRUPTION, MOCKERY, PARODY or CARICATURE — a 38 
FARCE, a CHARADE, a SHAM — what word comprehends all of 39 
these notions? WICKED, DEVILISH, SATANIC — the Accuser, 40 
the false accuser, the LIAR.  41 
And the thing to understand is that Haman's plot to murder 42 
Mordecai was inextricably connected to his greater plot to murder 43 
all the Jews in the kingdom. He hated anyone who served a GOD 44 
greater than the government. Braggs, and Garland, and Biden, and 45 
Hochul — the DEMONCRATICS — have targeted all God fearing 46 
America loving Christians who refuse to bow to "HAMAN" who 47 
refuse to cow tow to the GOVERNMENT — Remember, Hochul 48 
invited all God fearing America loving Patriots to leave New York 49 
— But Trump has said it repeatedly, and he was right, again: they 50 
are targeting all of us, he just happens to have gotten in their way. 51 
What you are watching is the building of Haman's Gallows! And 52 
the thing to remember about Haman is that he ended up being 53 
hung on his own gallows.  54 
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I preached recently a message presenting Esther as a representation 55 
of the CHURCH — and as Queen Esther appealed to her king to 56 
the saving of her people, I called on the church to appeal to OUR 57 
KING for the deliverance of her people—that holy nation, the 58 
chosen of God, that kingdom of kings and priests under GOD. So I 59 
extend the call to all within my voice to pray and fast three days. 60 
Those who can set aside three days to pray and fast—even put on 61 
the sackcloth. I plan to begin my fast on April 9. Let me know if 62 
you can join me, or if you will take some time to pray and fast — to 63 
seek God's face to save His people from the coming DEMONCRAT 64 
scourge.  65 
Anyway, the arraignment is planned for today (Friday, March 31) 66 
— NYPD instructed to come to work in full uniform, anticipating 67 
unrest? They also have increased patrols in all five boroughs of the 68 
city, "although there have been NO CREDIBLE THREATS 69 
REPORTED."3 Listen, friend — dont' make the mistake of thinking 70 
Trump is their ultimate target, or that the J6 prisoners were 71 
anything else but a total set up — planned by Pelosi and her team 72 
of perverse and souless miscreants and perpetrated by their 73 
weaponized government thugs! More and more Americans are 74 
beginning to wake up — but, GOD HELP US, how long are we 75 
going to be  yawning and stretching — WAKE UP! 76 
A Quinnipiac Poll asked, "Do you think the Manhattan DA's case 77 
involving former President Trump is mainly motivated by politics 78 
or mainly motivated by the law?" Results: Politics — 62%, Law — 79 
32%. Breaking that down: GOP Politcs - 93% Law - 5%; DEM 80 
Politcs - 29%, Law - 66%, and INDY Politics - 70% and Law - 26%. 81 
Trump's response: "This is Political Persecution and Election 82 
Interference at the highest level in history," he wrote in the 83 
statement. "From the time I came down the golden escalator at 84 

                                     
3 927.27.4-Donald Trump indictment_ NYPD told to show up in 'full uniform' after grand jury report _ Washington Examiner https-
//www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice/trump-indictment-nypd-full-uniform-grand-jury 
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Trump Tower, and even before I was sworn in as your President of 85 
the United States, the Radical Left Democrats — the enemy of the 86 
hard-working men and women of this Country — have been 87 
engaged in a Witch-Hunt to destroy the Make America Great 88 
Again movement.”4 89 
Then he grabbed Melania and went dancing.5 90 
Okay, pray for Trump, write your representatives asking what they 91 
are going to do about this — I did read that McCarthy is whipping 92 
up some response to this, and Jim Jordan wants to inquire into 93 
what's behind that latest assault on the rights of Americans—so 94 
add your voice to that and push for JUSTICE. 95 
When I get back from the break, I'll touch on this Audrey Hale 96 
thing—there is a lot more to that than is being brought out. 97 
But, real quick! I want to explain something, and I hope I am 98 
rightly understood. We are engaged in a great struggle for the 99 
FREEDOM of CHRISTIAN PEOPLE to worship GOD freely 100 
against a movement that have coopted our government and turned 101 
it against liberty, against justice, and against freedom.  102 
Bongino has said, this is not a time for sweetie pie Christianity; it's 103 
time for bleating sheep to roar.  104 
I really resent the characterization people as sheeple. Jesus did not 105 
call His disciples sheep because He considered them dumb, or 106 
feeble-minded, or weak. We are! But the interesting thing, if you 107 
are paying attention, is that Christ's sheep are always way out 108 
ahead of the world in understanding what the wolves are up to. 109 
The people whose dignity is seen groveling before the Fauci's and 110 
Newsome's, and Biden's mask mandates, and death-jab mandates, 111 
they aren't the sheep of Christ's pasture. They are the vomit licking 112 
                                     
4 927.27.1-Trump indicted in New York over hush money to porn star Stormy Daniels _ NPR https-
//www.npr.org/2023/03/30/1164766452/trump-indictment-new-york-bragg-stormy-daniels 
5 927.27.5-Trump Seen Partying with Melania Shortly After His Indictment - Truth Press https-//truthpress.com/news/trump-seen-
partying-with-melania-shortly-after-his-indictment/ 
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dogs and muck wallowing pigs—Christ's sheep are of a genus men 113 
of this world don't understand. The characteristic Jesus was 114 
looking at when He called His disciples sheep was this — THEY 115 
HEAR THEIR SHEPHERD'S VOICE AND FOLLOW HIM. What 116 
the world hates about Christ's sheep is they hear and heed another 117 
voice, a higher one, their allegiance is ultimately to CHRIST and 118 
not to their antichrist leaders. 119 
Also, remember that when John, during his visit into Heaven to 120 
receive the Revelation, wept when no one was found worthy to 121 
open the book and loose the seals was told "Weep not: behold, the 122 
LION of the TRIBE of JUDA, the ROOT OF DAVID, hath 123 
prevailed …" and when John turned to see the LION, he saw a 124 
LAMB as it had been slain …" Rev. 5:5-6. That's the sort of SHEEP 125 
we are, the sort that, if you look inside, you see a LION. 126 
Lighthouse Baptist Church truly is not for every body that goes 127 
about calling themselves Christians. I mean, all are welcome, of 128 
course, you will not likely find a better welcome, but squishy 129 
Christianettes don't like it here — we are WARRIORS, heeding the 130 
call to endure hardness like good soldiers, we are WRESTLERS 131 
against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the 132 
darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places 133 
— we believe JESUS CHRIST IS KING and all mankind are HIS 134 
SUBJECTS — and that we are sending out the TERMS of 135 
SURRENDER to the CONQUERING KING — I don't have time to 136 
coddle sissified Christianettes — and perpetual spiritual infants — 137 
who have been calling themselves Christians for decades and 138 
continue to be in need of someone to feed them milk and soft 139 
bread — unable to take the meat! We need MEAT EATING strong 140 
soldier Christians — and if you know that is exactly what is needed 141 
now, come on out to the LIGHTHOUSE, but, honestly, if you are 142 
looking for a place to HIDE from what's coming, and not a place 143 
where you can take a STAND and FACE IT DOWN, if you think 144 
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retreat and hide "under the radar" is the answer, you are convinced 145 
this world is all there is for you and you are all about preserving 146 
yourself at the expense of liberty, and justice, and judgment, and 147 
FREEDOM  — I think you'd better join those of Gideon's band 148 
who were sent home from the fight in shame being rejected by 149 
GOD from the honor of the battle. 150 
Hold on through the break; I'll be right back! 151 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 152 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 153 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 154 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 155 
liberty. 156 
Let's take another look at this Audrey Hale thing! Audrey Hale is 157 
the bio female who decided she was male and angry at Christians 158 
who rejected her denial of reality, who rejected her demand to be 159 
affirmed in her delusions, who refused to condone her rejection of 160 
nature and nature's GOD, decided to answer the call of her fellow 161 
Trannies, and take up arms, and go find some Christians to kill. I 162 
picked up an unconfirmed report that Audrey expressed the 163 
sentiment that if we (Christian conservative patriots) are not going 164 
to support children being mutilated in these unnatural sex change 165 
operations, that "they" (the militant Trans crowd) would kill our 166 
children.6 What is confirmed is that she went to a Christian school, 167 
one she had attended as a child, and we have video of her prowling 168 
the halls obviously looking for someone to shoot—and when she 169 
came upon children leaving a classroom, she specifically targeted 170 
and in cold blood murdered three 9 year old children — and she 171 
also murdered three adults. 172 
Before Audrey went hunting Christian children to kill, her fellow 173 
Trannies began tooling up to "take up arms" in defense of their — 174 
                                     
6 927.2.3-Did Audrey Hale Manifesto Say 'You Mess With Our Kids, We Kill Your Kids'_ https-//www.newsweek.com/did-audrey-
hale-manifesto-say-you-mess-our-kids-we-kill-your-kids-1791324 
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whatever! Their right to demand everyone join them in their 175 
reality-bending insanity about gender denial. Lesbian Lori 176 
Lightfoot weighed in on the SCOTUS taking up a case in which it 177 
is anticipated the court will support legislation banning sex change 178 
operations on minors, or maybe she was reacting to another case, 179 
challenging a state law banning therapists from advising against 180 
conversion therapy: Lesbian Lori Tweeted: “To my friends in the 181 
LGBTQ+ community—the Supreme Court is coming for us next. 182 
This moment has to be a call to arms.” (TWEET) Hey, don't get 183 
tweaked at me for identifying Lori as a lesbian — that's what this 184 
crowd is all about, their IDENTIFICATION as L-G-B-T or Q or A 185 
or, + — I don't know how the rest of them feel about not getting 186 
their own letter and just lumped together in + but, you know! 187 
And then the group called TRAN announced the April 1 — DAY 188 
OF VENGEANCE rally at the Supreme Court building — and this 189 
was not an April Fools trick! One source, the Gateway Pundit, 190 
reports discovery that the TRAN group organizing the DAY OF 191 
VENGEANCE event, was raising money for firearms and self-192 
defense training.7  193 
Audrey, well, it appears she answered the call of the TRAN 194 
community — after the murderous rampage the Trans community 195 
immediately jumped in to defend her.  196 
In the immediate wake of the Tranny-murderess child killer 197 
@TNDtracker posted pick of herself, I assume, in full battle gear, 198 
AR, hand gun in holster, upper body vest—with her message: "Kill 199 
christcucks. Behead christcucks. Roundhouse kick a christcuck into 200 
the concrete. Slam dunk a christcuck baby into the trashcan. 201 
Crucify filthy christcucks. Defecate in a christcucks food. Launch 202 

                                     
7 927.2.11-'Trans Day of Vengeance' Date, Details as Activists Say 'We Choose to Fight' https-//www.newsweek.com/trans-day-
vengeance-date-details-activists-choose-fight-1791451 SEE ALSO: 927.2.7-Screenshot-2023-03-30-at-07-48-24-Group-behind-Trans-
Day-of-Vengeance-raised-money-for-gun-training https-//www.usasupreme.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Screenshot-2023-03-
30-at-07-48-24-Group-behind-Trans-Day-of-Vengeance-raised-money-for-gun-training.jpg 
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christcucks into the sun."8 She wasn't done. TNDtracker put up 203 
another post: Another pic of a Tranny with arms: "Their name was 204 
Audrey Hale. They're a martyr against transphobia from hateful 205 
CHRISTIAN BIGOTS like you genociding us. WE WILL DEFEND 206 
OURSELVES FROM YOU. Where is your god now? Pray … for 207 
mercy .. because we won't show any."9  208 
At first, the TRAN group (actually, this is a collection of Tranny 209 
groups) that organized the DAY OF VENGEANCE event planned 210 
to forge ahead with their rally.10 But apparently, the 211 
DEMONCRATS contacted them and warned them to back off, so 212 
they cancelled the event, claiming concern about a "credible 213 
threat."11 214 
I'll need to begin wrapping this up. But please pay attention! There 215 
is a reason Jesus told you to secure arms for self-protection. You 216 
and I know that we have zero intention of attacking these people, 217 
or coming after them — even when they pull something so evil as 218 
this, we continue to "wait" on justice to prevail, for vengeance to be 219 
executed lawfully, according to due process — we are lawful 220 
people. But understand that we are dealing with idiots who can 221 
convince themselves of anything — if these crazy people can 222 
convince themselves that a boy can be a girl, if they, as Tucker 223 
pointed out, can ascribe themselves the power of the CREATOR, to 224 
speak a word and change nature — believe me they can convince 225 
themselves you are out to "get them," and justify even the killing of 226 
children — Jesus told you to get arms to protect yourself and if you 227 
are a child of obedience, and recognize Jesus' authority, you need 228 

                                     
8 927.2.6-Controversial-group-behind-Trans-Day-of-Vengeance-raised-money-for https://newswind.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2023/03/Controversial-group-behind-Trans-Day-of-Vengeance-raised-money-for.jpg 
9 927.2.7-Screenshot-2023-03-30-at-07-48-24-Group-behind-Trans-Day-of-Vengeance-raised-money-for-gun-training https-
//www.usasupreme.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Screenshot-2023-03-30-at-07-48-24-Group-behind-Trans-Day-of-Vengeance-
raised-money-for-gun-training.jpg 
10 927.2.9-'Trans Day of Vengeance' Date, Details as Activists Say 'We Choose to Fight' https-//www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/trans-
day-of-vengeance-date-details-as-activists-say-we-choose-to-fight/ar-AA19gmdB 
11 927.2.4-Organizers cancel Trans Day of Vengeance protest at Supreme Court over 'credible threat' - Washington Times 
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2023/mar/31/organizers-cancel-trans-day-vengeance-protest-supr/ 
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to listen to Him and do it. You have your family, friends, and 229 
neighbors to protect. 230 
We know that everything these crazy people accuse us of is what 231 
they plan for us. How many times do we have to watch this play 232 
out before we finally get it! You have been warned! 233 
I know there is this nut job Kamau Kambon, that is openly calling 234 
for the extermination of all white people — he preaches it's the 235 
only SOLUTION for the cause of Black liberation — he is insane, 236 
and he has some followers — but the black community in general 237 
is not — they are not crazy loons that go about imagining they are 238 
gods who have the power to change nature by their words, or the 239 
moral superiority to justify the murder innocent children — I 240 
heard the audience response to this insane rant and it was tepid, at 241 
best — I don't think you'll see the race war the DEMONCRATS 242 
have been agitating for a few decades now, ever really materialize 243 
— like there were many whites marching with Martin, Black God 244 
fearing and America loving patriots will stand with whites against 245 
any such nonsense — but when it comes to these people that can 246 
convince themselves a man can be pregnant — and become so 247 
absolutely deluded they construct their entire lives around that 248 
delusion — those people are truly dangerous. 249 
Okay, I have a minute or two remaining. Let me touch on a couple 250 
of things and we'll get deeper into this Saturday during our 251 
livestream visit. 252 
Zerohedge reports on a recently released study showing "risk of 253 
cardiac death tripled for young women following AZ vaccine."12 254 
The Skidmore study reveals more than 200k Americans died in 255 
vaccine related events in 2021 alone.13 And that was just the ramp 256 
                                     
12 927.17.1-VAX Risk Of Cardiac Death Tripled For Young Women Following AstraZeneca COVID-19 Vaccination_ Study _ 
ZeroHedge https-//www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/risk-cardiac-death-tripled-young-women-following-astrazeneca-covid-19-
vaccination-study 
13 927.17.2-New peer-reviewed study_ _217,000 Americans killed by the COVID vaccines in just the first year alone! https-
//stevekirsch.substack.com/p/new-peer-reviewed-study-217000-americans 
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up to 2022, where the numbers are not out yet, but estimates are it 257 
will be significantly higher.14 258 
Vaers shows 17k EXCESS DEATHS, with a minimum 259 
underreporting factor of 41.15 (What does that mean? Read about it 260 
here.) Essentially, it means the actual deaths amount to a whole lot 261 
more.  262 
Among the "tricks" used to hide the truth about vaccine related 263 
deaths is the insidious device of deceitfully defining vaccination 264 
status. Those who die within two weeks of either of the two doses 265 
are considered unvaccinated. So they don't count. Most deaths 266 
occur within that period. Hmmm. How convenient. 267 
The fact is, the largest number of vaccine related deaths reported to 268 
VAERS in prior years, that is, pre-mRNA vaccine, was a high of 269 
223 and that was in 1994. But the number of vaccine related deaths 270 
in VAERS that mention COVID-19 is 2087. You must keep in 271 
mind the powerful bias against reporting vaccine related adverse 272 
reactions, much less DEATHS when it comes to the COVID jab.16 273 
And this is coming out all over the world — in France, for example, 274 
"Hundreds of French Citizens Suffer Cardiac Events After Bivalent 275 
Boosters."17 276 
Now, you and I were talking about this almost within a month or 277 
two of the vaccine rollout! And we often say, better late than never. 278 
But in this case, late costs lives — a lot of them. Well over 200k. 279 

                                     
14 927.17.3-How to verify for yourself that over 150,000 Americans have been killed by the COVID vaccines https-
//stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-to-verify-for-yourself-that-over 
15 URF = VAERS underreporting factor. This is the ratio (# events that actually happen/# events reported in VAERS). So if VAERS has 
10 events and the URF=41, then it means 410 events are likely to have happened, but only 10 events were reported to VAERS. 
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-to-verify-for-yourself-that-over 
16 927.17.3-How to verify for yourself that over 150,000 Americans have been killed by the COVID vaccines https-
//stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-to-verify-for-yourself-that-over 
17 927.17.5-Hundreds of French Citizens Suffer Cardiac Events after Bivalent Boosters _ USSA News _ The Tea Party's Front Page_ 
https-//ussanews.com/2023/03/30/hundreds-of-french-citizens-suffer-cardiac-events-after-bivalent-boosters/ SEE ALSO: 927.17.6-
Hundreds of French Citizens Suffer Cardiac Events After Bivalent Boosters https-//www.globalresearch.ca/hundreds-french-citizens-
suffer-cardiac-events-after-bivalent-boosters/5814178?pdf=5814178 
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And now, briefly, returning the right of consent to the American 280 
PEOPLE: AZ Supreme Court orders lower court to hear Lake's 281 
petition regarding signature verification.18 I'm glad, this is a key 282 
component of the systemic fraud that plagues our elections and has 283 
robbed the people of their voice—disenfranchised them from their 284 
stake in our Republic—but this could be a delaying tactic—an 285 
effort to keep the case from the SCOTUS. 286 
Nevertheless, let's hope the lower court will rule justly and throw 287 
out that 2022 election for governor on the ground that the election 288 
should never have been certified. 289 
Remember, Hobbs threatened the election officials to certify or 290 
face legal consequences, even implying jail time for them. She is a 291 
wicked old bat, and deserves to be thrown out of the office she has 292 
stolen. 293 
Meanwhile, some more good news on this front: AZ Senate 294 
Elections Committee (Read the full text of the Resolution here),19 295 
passed a resolution to get rid of foreign made machines — and the 296 
AZ Legislature passed the RESOLUTION to BAN Foreign Voting 297 
Machines (Dominion is "made in China," no, really) and, by the 298 
way, to REQUIRE the company show their SOURCE CODE, 299 
BALLOT IMAGES, Chain of Custody Documents and LOG FILES 300 
— all of this must be made public.20 301 
So, we are gaining ground, but this is a war — and it's a time for 302 
CHRISTIAN WARRIORS to step up. Come to the LIGHTHOUSE, 303 
and join the band of the MIGHTY!  304 

                                     
18 927.27.2-AZ Court has made a decision  (Email-Kari Lake) 
19 927.27.7-Arizona Senate Elections Committee Passes Resolution To Ban Foreign Voting Machines and Require Source Code, Ballot 
Images, Chain of Custody Documents, and Log Files To Be Made Public – [your]NEWS https-
//yournews.com/2023/02/14/2514636/arizona-senate-elections-committee-passes-resolution-to-ban-foreign-voting/ (READ THE 
RESOLUTION HERE) 
20 927.27.6-HUGE_ Arizona House Joins Senate in Passing Resolution to Ban Foreign Voting Machines and Require Source Code, 
Ballot Images, Chain of Custody Documents, and Log Files to Be Made Public _ The Gateway Pundit https-
//www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/03/huge-arizona-house-joins-senate-in-passing-resolution-to-ban-foreign-voting-machines-and-
require-source-code-ballot-images-chain-of-custody-documents-and-log-files-to-be-made-public/ 
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I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 305 
know if you see them.  306 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 307 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 308 
email. 309 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 310 
805.314.2114. 311 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 312 


